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heizwerk gotthard ag heats Andermatt ecologically

Clean energy distributed in a
decentralized manner with zenon
Remote heating is a great thing – for consumers. A project becomes challenging when
ecology and economics are supposed to interact optimally. Planning such projects is a
main competence of oeko energie ag. For this remote heating project in Andermatt,
they brought Automation Partner AG on board as an integrator. The result: Maximum
effectiveness with minimum energy consumption.
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The parallel display of general functions and detailed logging
of parts of equipment in a screen makes it possible to recognize
connections easily and quickly.

safe networking, high level of
availability

decentralized and direct
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Integrator Automation Partner AG decided to use the zenon
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supply; an error in a sub-area remains limited to this. Expen-

Elger Gledhill, zenon Sales Manager at SATOMEC AG:
“Above all oeko energie ag expected high availability and ergonomic handling as well as quick diagnosis by the operator.

sive hardware redundancy of the complete plant also becomes
superfluous.

A particularly important challenge for us was that the WAGO

ergonomic operation

control units had to be addressed with CoDeSys directly. This

Operation was designed to be particularly ergonomic for the

means that we could not use any drivers from third-party

operator. All parts of the equipment are shown in a compre-
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Partner has also integrated individual tips for solving errors
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Everything at a glance: the most important equipment
areas and functions visualized with a clear overview.

with the help of the integrated help system. The operators see

qualified support, consulting, instruction, training and a com-

not just important alarms in relation to the equipment parts af-

prehensive warehouse in Switzerland. Control systems, visu-

fected, they also receive immediate instructions on how to act
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areas of expertise of the Swiss company with 15 employees.

All events are of course logged in the Chronological Event List

SATOMEC AG was founded in 1976 and has been privately

(CEL) in zenon. The comprehensive filter functions can be used to

owned by the Studhalter family since 2005. Further informa-

display and analyze all events and user actions that occur.

tion: www.satomec.ch.

For the administration and billing of the energy consumption of the individual customers, the amount used is logged
and archived. The Report Viewer integrated into zenon provides information and reports on the cumulated consumption at
any time.
For Othmar Zgraggen, CEO of oeko energie ag, Automation

an overview of heizwerk
gotthard ag and zenon:
7 zenon Supervisor Runtime licenses

Partner optimally solved the task: “What I particularly value

WAGO control units with CoDeSys

about our new control system is the high level of availability it

Native zenon drivers for CoDeSys ARTI

offers as well as insight into local processes at any time.”

interface

about automation partner ag

Industry PCs and classic desktop PCs
with 23“ monitors

Automation Partner AG has over 25 years of experience in net-

10 km of fiber-optic cable

work technology for data transfer and automation projects for

Decentralized networking

remote heating, industrial equipment and building services. It

Equipment modeling with comprehensive

supports complex projects from planning, through design, to

filter possibilities

implementation and ensures competent support in ongoing op-

Chronological Event List

eration. Further information: www.automation-partner.ch.

Individual help text in the event of errors

about satomec ag

Reporting with zenon Report Viewer
No redundant networking of the local

SATOMEC AG is a commercial company with dealers for auto-

systems necessary thanks to the autonomy

mation systems. The zenon distributor, based in Cham, supports

of the local systems

its customers in Switzerland and Liechtenstein with highly-

